The mission of Camas High School is to prepare our students for the unlimited possibilities of the future. Our staff and students MAKE the CHS experience challenging, relevant, and positive by focusing on these three priorities:

**Teaching & Learning**
We MAKE a commitment to challenge, engage, and encourage all students. As a professional learning community, we collaborate and innovate. Together, we seek answers to these questions:

- What is it we want students to learn?
- How will we know students have learned it?
- How will we motivate students who struggle or need to be challenged?

**Character**
We MAKE character count. We reinforce work ethic and respect. Everyone is expected to be a responsible and positive part of this campus.

**Culture**
We MAKE CHS safe and welcoming. Each student will look forward to at least one aspect of school every day. Students and staff are encouraged to dream, take risks, and become involved on campus and in our community. Achievements are recognized and celebrated.

We MAKE Papermakers.